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 1878.] Geology and Palceoitology. I29

 the American species, and Prof. Cope discovered that the fin
 structure was that of the order above named. These fishes
 were, then, fully armed; first, with an acute bony rostral weapon;
 second, with large lancet-like teeth; and third, with acute-edged
 bony pectoral spines.

 A NEW GENUS OF OREODONTIDSE.-From the Upper Miocene
 (Pliocene) of Montana, has recently been described by Prof.
 Cope, a new genus of O;-eo(dosztide, which holds an interest-
 ing intermediate position. It has the full dental formula and
 preorbital fossa of Oreodlon, but the premaxillary bones form

 a single mass, as in JAik;y)coc/hieriis, and there-is a large lach-
 rymal vacuity as in Leptauc/ul'i'. It differs from the last
 genus in the absence of frontal vacuities. The molars are short-
 crowned, and not prismatic. It is named Tichol6ytus, and
 the typical species, T. yg-omalticils, is the size of Oreodonz lzajoro
 It has widely expanded zygomata, which have a horizontal plate-
 like extension at the glenoid region. The anterior face of the
 united premaxillaries is flat, and the nareal fissure is deep. The
 molar teeth are remarkable for their wing-like external ribs, which

 curve forwards. Length of molar series M. .097; width of
 premnaxillary in front .032; length of cranium .225.

 PALZEONTOLOGY OF GEORGIA.-Prof. Little, director of the Geof
 logical Survey of Georgia, has accumulated a valuable collection
 of the vertebrate fossils of that State, of cretaceous and tertiary age.
 Among these there have been identified the dinosaurian Habi-o-
 saurzs tripos, and the turtles Tap/irospliys sthre-lis and Amphlie1izj1s
 oxystesnium, a new genus and species related to Adocuts. Mr.
 Loughridge of the survey also discovered a very fine specimen
 of that rare Propleurid, the Peritresius omacdus.

 SILURIAN AND CARBONIFEROUS PLANTS.-Prof. Lesquereux read
 before the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, last Oc-

 tober, two papers, one describing a fungus (R/zigomorpm a sigzillai/a),
 discovered under the bark of a Sigilliria from the Cannelton
 coal of Beaver Co., Penn. The other describes four species of
 plants from the Lower Silurian, viz. a Psiloph/yton and Sp/zeizop/e y
 him from the Cincinnati group of Covington, and a Psilop/tyton
 and an Alinula-iad from the Lower Helderberg of Michigan. The
 first remains of land plants from the Lower Silurian were dis-
 covered by Dr. Scoville in the Cincinnati beds near Lebanon,.
 Ohio.

 A NEW ALLY OF SIVATHERIUA.-Dr. R. Lydekker of the geologi-
 cal survey of India, has recently discovered a new genus allied to
 Sivatherium which is of much interest. It lacks anterior horn-
 cores, and has but a single base for horns on the vertex.
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 EXTINCT REPTILES OF INDIA.-Dr. Lydekker describes the first
 Plesiosaurus discovered in India from the Umia beds of Kach.
 He refers to the discovery of remains of Jkfegdaosaurns from the
 upper cretaceous of Tri chinopoli, and mentions the existence of
 a huge dinosaurian in the Lameta rocks of Jabalpur. It is repre-
 sented by a femur and caudal vertebrae, and he names it Titano-
 saurilus ildicus. He, however, does not define the genus to which
 he desires the name to apply.

 PALIEONTOLOGJCAL COURSE.-This course, at the Jardin des
 Plantes, by Prof. Albert Gaudry, includes an interesting discussion
 of the evidences of descent to be observed in the teeth and feet of
 the Madnma~lia artiodactyla. One part of it published in the Revue
 Scientifique is illustrated with many excellent cuts which convey
 important evidence to the eye. He refers to American observa-
 tions in the same field, but commits a minor error in ascribing
 three upper incisors to the genus Procamnce/ls, stating that Leidy
 has so determined it. The fact is that Dr. Leidy was unac-
 quainted with the superior incisors of that genus, and that Prof
 Cope first showed that it possesses but one, as in CGame/s. Prof.
 Cope, however, discovered the genus Rrotolabis, which possesses
 the three superior incisors referred to by Prof. Gaudry.

 GEOLOGY OF WISCONSIN.'-The Geological Survey of Wisconsin
 first instituted by the late Dr. I. A. Lapham, has been carried on
 with evident vigor by Prof. T. C. Chamberlain, and his assistants,
 R. D. Irving and Moses Strong. While Professor Chamberlain
 reports on the geology of Eastern Wisconsin, Mr. Irving describes
 that of Central Wisconsin, and Mr. Strong discusses the geology
 and topography of the lead region. Au appendix on microscopic
 lithology is contributed by Charles E. Wright. The illustrations
 are numerous and excellent, and the atlas of thirteen maps further
 enhances the value of the report. We have been especially inter-
 ested in the account of the surface geology of the eastern portion
 of the state, particularly the description of the ancient fiords
 which run into Lake Michigan, and the determination of the
 Kettle range to be an old terminal moraine, as abundantly
 proved by the interesting and excellent diagram facing p. 204.

 GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVELS.

 GEOGRAPHICAL WORK OF HAYDEN S SURVEY.-A photolitho-
 graphic plate of the primary triangulation carried on during the
 summer of 1877. by Mr. A. D. Wilson, Chief Topographer, has
 just been published by the U. S. Geological Survey, under the
 charge of Dr. F. V. Hayden. The area covered by these triangles
 extends from Fort Steele in Wyoming territory, westward to Og-
 den in Utah territory, a distance of about 260 miles, and north

 1 Geology of !/Viscosibz. Survey of I873-I877, \Tol. II., accompanied by an At-
 las of Maps. Madison, I877. 8? pp. 768.
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